SUITEwxtÄá

...Receive SUITEwxtÄá on the luxury items and services you love most!

About SUITE

wxtÄá:
It's here. Your answer and connection to the very best in fashion and beauty.
Daily deals and incentives to boutiques, spas and salons that you love or want to
see just how SUITE they really are.

SUITE

Enjoy SUITE Deals with friends. Share your SUITE deals email or simply direct
them to our site and you both can enjoy a spa day or mini shopping spree.
SUITE deals negotiates SUITE discounts with businesses in the fashion and
beauty industry. We send the SUITE deals to thousands of our subscribers and
send the businesses a ton of new SUITE customers with a passion for all things
SUITE.
Since its introduction in June 2011, SUITE deals has grown to six major cities
across the United States: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami and New
York City.
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SUITE deals offers its subscribers two easy ways to save. The first option would be to simply purchase and download a
discounted gift certificate via your computer, mobile or tablet device. This virtual gift certificate would be emailed to you and
can be taken into the desired store and applied toward your purchase. The next way to save would be a virtual coupon that can
be saved on your mobile device or printed off. The coupon would enable you to save a percentage off a product or service when
you surrender it during the transaction.
No matter which way you choose to save, SUITE deals is the best way to save on the places that you can’t get enough of. Never
pay full price for that fabulous dress at your favorite boutique, or that amazing facial at the hottest spa in the city ever again.
Join SUITE deals today and enjoy your new SUITE lifestyle.

How does it
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What Can SUITE deals do for you?
SUITE deals is your secret to new customer exposure. SUITE deals subscribers are constantly looking for the next big boutique,
salon, or spa in their city. By being a part of SUITE deals, you are enabling your business to be seen. SUITE deals subscribers are
always willing to try something new, make sure your business is at the top of their list.
Be a part of SUITE deals:

SUITE

Option 1
 Offer discounted instant purchase gift card that will
be emailed to the purchaser.
 If you choose to offer a discounted instant
purchase gift card ($50 gift card for $25)
there are no out of pocket costs for being
featured on SUITE deals. Every time someone
purchases a SUITE deal, we will take a 15%
commission from the sale. That way, it is a
win-win for everybody involved. The 15%
commission is standard across the board and
will never increase over the length of the deal.
All SUITE deals are offered for two full
calendar weeks and will be the only offer
featured for that specific city.

Option 2
 Offer a percentage off a product or service in your
store with a virtual coupon that can be printed off or
presented on a mobile device.
 If you choose to offer a percentage off virtual
coupon, there is a one-time $150 placement fee.
The placement fee will cover two full calendar
weeks of exposure on SUITE deals. This coupon
would be completely free to subscribers and will
enable them to print it out or download it
straight to their mobile device.

Both options are a great value and expose your business to thousands of potential customers nationwide. To find out more
information please contact us at info@thesuitedealsonline.com or call 866-607-9590.

